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Author Doug Stowe reviews a new book on the life of furniture-maker Peter Korn.

"Why We Make Things" is an easy and easily digestible rationale for his autobiography text, Korn’s story conveys both the wisdom of the philosopher while thinking humility of a craftsman and the growth as a craftsman, through the foundation of the Center for Furniture Craftsmanship, a place at which many hundreds of students have been enabled to come face to face with learning through their hands the discovery of what craftsmanship offers and entails.

Anyone who lived through those times and engaged in similar struggles as a craftsman will become engaged in Korn’s story as told in this manuscript. It rings solidly of truth.

Jean Jacques Rousseau had said “put a young man in a work shop and his hands will work to the benefit of his brain, and he will become a philosopher while thinking only a craftsman.” There is indeed a sense of humility that can emerge when one faces the travails and challenges of attempting to craft useful and beautiful work that marks wisdom. In fact, you will need to work a bit to extract the wisdom from a thorough reading of this book, but will learn that Korn has earned his philosopher’s chops. His story conveys both the humility of a craftsman and the wisdom of the philosopher he has become.

Just as no one could tell you how to plug in the tube, and just as Korn can’t describe in words alone, how much more so are they when spread in physical form? Can it be that by making things we are actually seeking means through which we might actually use touch one another as when someone sitting at Korn’s most recent finely crafted table runs his or her hands across it’s surface, crafted to a radiant state and in the moment may be transformed in the contagion Korn describes?

It is my hope that more and more people young and old will discover the wonderful processes and rewards of making useful and beautiful things. I thank Peter Korn for his many contributions (including this book) leading us to the decision that we made if we are to realize the full depth and breadth of our own humanity.

Details Why We Make and Why It Matters: The Education of a Craftsman, by Peter Korn, David R. Godine, Publisher 2013.

Doug Stowe

Flute Peter Korn’s Fluted Coffee Table made in walnut and maple is 38in long

Craftsmanship Peter Korn (right) founded and runs the Center for Furniture Craftsmanship in Rockport, Maine (below), and has written about his life as a furniture-maker

Stand Peter Korn’s walnut Dictionary Table made in 1981

R. Godine, Publisher 2013.

Why We Make Things...The Education of a Craftsman

Why We Make Things within the parameters of making robotics would have fallen computers, 3-D printing and brought kids together with the maker movement that has things that could have given the unexplored as to why we make extract answers from your own extract from this book, just as of making things is a subject beings are drawn to the process.

The question of why we human within some form of creative art. or her own future engagement easily digestible rationale for his disappointment if a reader is arranged in the order that they read this book. For example, the reader to choose to buy and run the Center for Craftsmanship at Wharf, Rockport, Maine where he teaches classes in woodworking, and runs the Center for Craftsmanship at Wharf, Rockport, Maine where he teaches classes in woodworking.
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